Three Master’s programmes: APE, ETE, PPD

PARIS SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

APE – Analysis and Policy in Economics

Well-established as one of the leading Master programme in Economics in Europe, APE offers high-level research-oriented courses in theoretical and applied Economics. It is jointly organized by a number of top French academic institutions: EHESS, ENS, ENSAE, Ecole Polytechnique, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, HEC and the Paris School of Economics.

Career opportunities  PhD programme (at PSE for instance), economist or statistician in France or abroad (administrations, firms...)

Load  M1 – min. 445 hours (incl. 184 hours of tutorial) | 60 ECTS
M2 – min. 306 hours (incl. 42 hours of tutorial) & a Master’s dissertation | 60 ECTS

Deadline for applications (entering in M1 or in M2)  1st sess. 09/03/2012  2nd sess. 04/06/2012

ETE – Empirical and Theoretical Economics

The ETE Master’s programme of University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne within the Paris School of Economics offers to selected students top-level teaching for research through research activities in Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and International Economics.

Career opportunities  PhD programme (at PSE f.i.), economist or statistician in France or abroad (administrations, firms...)

Load  M1 – 390 hours | 60 ECTS
M2 – min. 288 hours & a Master’s dissertation | 60 ECTS

Deadline for applications  Foreign stud. (M1 or M2): 15/03/2012  French stud. (M1) 01/06/2012, (M2) 02/05/2012

PPD – Public Policy and Development

The PPD programme aims to prepare students to become experts in designing, analysing and evaluating public policies in both developed and developing countries. Renowned partners support this programme: AFD, IRD, CEPREMAP, Ecole des Ponts Paris Tech, EHESS and ENS. PPD is organized in close cooperation with J-PAL Europe.

Career opportunities  PhD programme (at PSE f.i.), non-academic positions in national administrations, internat. organisations, development agencies, NGOs or large companies

Load  M1 – min. 387 hours (incl. 102 hours of tutorial) & an internship | 60 ECTS
M2 – min. 288 hours & a Master’s dissertation | 60 ECTS

Deadline for applications (entering in M1 or in M2)  1st sess. 09/03/2012  2nd sess. 04/06/2012

Economics serving society

The Paris School of Economics is a French research center of international standing in Economics, resulting from the merger of leading research and teaching institutions. PSE brings together more than 140 teachers and 500 students enrolled in general and specialized Master’s and PhD programmes taught in English. Various Masters and PhD grants are available based on social, geographical and academic criteria.

www.parisschoolofeconomics.eu